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Note:
Some images in this Product Cta-
logue have been marked with a 
„ „. A click on these images will 
bring you to views of this pro-
duct in the ULTRADENT internet 
presentation.

Dedicated staff bring our
philosophy to the market.

company history – traditionally innovative
When Hans Ostner founded ULTRADENT in Munich in 
1924, he pursued values that we still are still bound 
by today: combining tradition and experience with 
dynamic inventive genius to continually raise techno-
logical achievements to new heights. ULTRADENT still 
develops and manufactures its products in Munich. 
We are a midsize family company dedicated to the 

advantages of company-controlled manufacture.
With Ludwig Ostner, the founder‘s nephew, and his 
son Ludwig Johann Ostner, we are currently headed 
by business managers from two generations, who 
unite the best of what craftsmanship has to offer with 
today’s high technology.

People.
As one would expect from a manufacturing company with tra-
dition, numerous ULTRADENT employees have worked for us for 
many years. Our company is also characterized by flat hierarchies, 
short decision-making paths and the distribution of skills and re-
sponsibilities over several key players in addition to the central 
executive management. Behind every ULTRADENT product is a 
perfectly coordinated team that ensures smooth processes: from 
            development work and the finishing manufacturing touches 
                                  to our products through to sales, services and 
                                                customer service. We work together 
                   hand in hand, day in, day out.

Philosophy.
Company-controlled manufacture across-the-board at ULTRADENT 
makes it possible to offer not only German craftsmanship but 
also maximum flexibility. As a result, we can react to our custo-
mers’ requirements and special requests quickly and flexibly.
As a result, we guarantee the longevity and absolute
reliability of the treatment unit produced
especially for you.
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Milestones in development.
Technical ideas. Patents and utility models. Functional optimization. When 
it comes to innovation, ULTRADENT has always been a decisive step ahead.
Today, the brand stands for comfortable work stations that are used by den-
tists, orthodontists, maxillary surgeons and providers of prophylactic care.

ULTRADENT’s company history began in 1924
with the production of electro-medical apparatus.

In 1930, the company succeeded in breaking into the dental market with Dentostat.

In 1957, ULTRADENT was the pioneer combining electronics and dental treatment: 
  The U 300 with electronically controlled speed stabilization.

In 1966, the U 500 was presented as a product innovation and developed over six 
 years to become the most successful post-war model.

In 1972, ULTRADENT had integrated UV polymerization units, turbine and cold-light 
 conductors, tartar removers and electric surgical devices in height-adjustable 
  floor-mounted units or trolleys.

In 1980, the U 3000 was launched, the most successful ULTRADENT product thus far. 
 For the first time, the focus was also on product design.

In 1986, ULTRADENT was once again a pioneer, replacing hydraulic treatment chairs 
 with electrically driven models.

In 1997, ULTRADENT presented its first own motorized chair from systematic 
 development in the shape of the GL 2020.

In 1998, multimedia technology was integrated in new treatment units.

In 2008, ULTRADENT fitted treatment chairs with the Full Touch Screen technology.

In 2013, ULTRADENT presented the global innovation vision U, an interlinked, 
 multifunctional multimedia concept with a large full-touch monitor.

In 2016, ULTRADENT integrated the Primea Advanced Air System - the unique 
 technology combining turbine and micro motor - in the premium class.
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W&H Primea Advanced Air System | Premium class

With Primea Advanced Air from W&H, ULTRADENT is offering 
an innovative air-operated dental high-speed drive solution 
exclusively for the premium class. Thanks to the combination 
of air operation and electronic control, Primea Advanced Air 
guarantees constant cutting performance, even under higher 
load, with a configurable drill speed of 60,000 to 320.000 rpm. 
As a result, cavities can be effortlessly opened up without a 
loss of speed, old fillings easily removed and even crowns and 
bridges separated with ease.
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Ergonomically formed and perfectly balanced, the handpi-
ece provides for relaxed working and low fatigue thanks to 
its light weight. The innovative, sterilizable 5-way ring LED+ 
illuminates the preparation site without shadow. With the 
integrated 5-way spray, perfect cooling and cleaning of the 
treatment site is guaranteed. For particular robustness and 
lasting value, the handpiece has a special scratch-resistant 
surface coating and it also runs extremely quietly.

W&H Primea Advanced Air System. the innovative drive technology.
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Premium class | U 6000 S / F

U 6000 S / F. the new premium standard.
This premium treatment unit is impressive due to not only its spectacular new 
2017 design entirely in white, but also other various revolutionary details. With 
the U 6000 S, ULTRADENT is setting new standards. The elegant combination 
of technology and convenience help you to reach new goals. There is also a 
full-touch display available for your dental assistants. Experience ULTRADENT’s 
top-of-the-range unit in your dental practice. Your team and patients will be 
impressed too. Indulge in perfection.
The U 6000 treatment unit is also available with the mobile dental unit U 6000 F.
This cart allows optimum access to the instruments in any treatment situation 
and an ideal view of the colour touchscreen.

W&H Primea Advanced Air System. the innovative drive technology.

U 6000 F Cart

Solaris 2 (LED)

Premium
assistant‘s element

U 6000 Display
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U 1600 | Premium class
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U 1600. the innovative Premium class. 
The U 1600 treatment unit is ULTRADENT’s innovative take on a modern treat-
ment unit. Here, the art lies in our expertise. Be inspired by its impressive perfor-
mance. Each instrument is ideally positioned, ready for you to pick up – instinc-
tively and effortlessly. You benefit from the security offered by a trusted brand, as 
well as by easy-to-operate full-touch displays on both sides, while your patients 
feel comfortable and safe. This can partly be attributed to leather, soft or massage 
upholstery, armrests with a moveable arm support and various head cushions. 
Indulge in this innovation.

U 1600 Display

Solaris 2 (LED)

Premium
assistant‘s element

Armrest with
moveable arm support
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Multi-touchscreen Intraoralcamera with QR-Code reader

Screenshot maintenance overview

Screenshot 3D data

Screenshot hygienic measures

M
ultim
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vision U | Multimedia System

Ultradent
YouTube-Channel

vision-u.de/
english/home

Screenshot
patient images USB connection

vision U. Much more than just multimedia.
With vision U, ULTRADENT realizes many technical visions and achieves the fas-
cination of a future-oriented dental practice even today. vision U, the interac-
tive multimedia system, is available for all ULTRADENT treatment units from all 
classes. vision U now provides enhanced hardware functions such as the high-
resolution presentation of images and videos. The entertainment mode now 
shows images and videos in full HD. An HDMI input has been created for this 
purpose, to which external devices can be connected. The camera workflow 
has also been simplified and optimised.
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U 1302 Edition | Compact class

U 1302 Edition. close to the Premium class.
Thanks to its competence and experience, ULTRADENT is setting a new stan-
dard for the compact class with the new U 1302 Edition unit. With innovative 
ideas and new equipment options, we are redefining versatility and reliability. 
U 1302 Edition includes a range of premium features that make this compact 
treatment unit a real all-round talent. Five automatic programs for chair control, 
up to three micromotors, an integratable electrosurgery unit and settings or 
preselection in 10 %-stages are now available. Test the very new compact class.

wireless foot control Headcussion

U 1302
dentist‘s element Assistant‘s element
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Compact class | U 1280 Edition

U 1280 display
dentist‘s element

Solaris 3 (LED) vision U Monitor

U 1280 Edition. the dynamic compact class.
Of course, the ULTRADENT product range also includes a dental unit with an 
instrument arm, which is easy and secure to operate. The handling of the in-
struments works without any strain. The clearly arranged membrane display 
allows you to control all treatment instruments. Logical setting options, in com-
bination with the foot controller, ensure maximum ease of operation.

U 1280
Swiveling arm system
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U 1301 Left/Right. the variable compact unit.
This treatment unit was developed on the basis of the U 1301 compact unit 
and this provides optimum reliability. The unit can be converted from left-
handed to right-handed quickly and easily by just one person, with no need 
for any tools. U 1301 L/R also offers all the features a modern practice would 
expect. The typical fitting features and options that are standard for all other 
ULTRADENT treatment units apply to U 1301 L/R too.

U 3000 Cart

Also available with
swiveling arm system

U 1301 Left/Right
dentist element

Left/Right function

U 1301 Left/Right | Compact class
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U 1303 C

U 1303 T
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Compact class | U 1303 T/C

U 1303 T/C. the new heart of your practice.
The U 1303 from ULTRADENT makes it easy for you to include dentalmedical 
convenience with German top standards in your surgery. It is comprehensive 
and uncompromising for both your patients as well as for you. It is ideal for the 
widest range of dentistry applications. Its compact design and highest tech-
nical quality provide convincing advantages due to its advanced functionality 
and reliable efficiency. Its first-class specifications offer the perfect ergonomic 
support for each of your movements and rounds off our U 1303. It is available 
in two versions, for your choice ans preference

Solaris 3 (LED)

U 1303 T 
dentist‘s element 

Multimedia option

U 1303 C 
dentist‘s element 
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Solaris 3 (LED)

Monitor „Basic“

easy KFO 1. the compact orthodontic unit.
easy KFO 1 is the result of over 25 years’ development in orthodontic dentistry 
treatment units.  The space-saving ‘easy’ concept, consisting of a water sup-
ply unit and swivelling instrument holder with an operating panel, can also 
be used with one hand, thus reinforcing the system’s ergonomic and hygiene 
quality standards. It goes without saying that modern electric micromotors and 
other instruments can also be accommodated. As visual communication is ne-
cessary in orthodontics, the easy class too can be fitted with the revolutionary 
multimedia system vision U.

Tray table with cup
and forceps holder

easy KFO 1 element
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easy Prophy

easy class | easy KFO 2 / easy Prophy
easy class

Images may differ from the current models. Differences in colour are possible.

easy KFO 2 / easy Prophy. the multifunctional unit.
easy KFO 2 combines all the benefits of the successful U 1307 unit with the 
‘easy’ concept. The instruments are positioned in an ergonomic and space-sa-
ving manner on a swivelling holder. The short chair base provides the dentist 
with maximum free space and proximity to the patient.  Ease of use and high 
reliability make this workstation a multi-purpose marvel for all treatment con-
cepts. This concept is also highly suitable for small rooms and can likewise be 
fitted with vision U.

Assistant‘s element Wireless foot control

easy KFO 2 element
Pivoting
instrument holder
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easy KFO 3 | easy class

easy KFO 3. the new, versatile KFo unit.
This new KFO model in the easy class is the first choice for a cost-effective intro-
duction to the orthopedic treatment units from ULTRADENT.
easy KFO 3 is the perfect symbiosis of a proven concept, high reliability and ma-
ximum flexibility. The spittoon basin is actually only needed in very few ortho-
dontic treatments – the easy KFO 1 and easy KFO 2 are available for this. What is 
different about easy KFO 3 is that it does not have an integrated spittoon basin. 
As a result, the dentist unit can be positioned with a pivoting satellite arm to the 
left and right of the chair and therefore offers the practitioner maximum freedom 
of movement. The unit is fitted with a pressurized water bottle so a connection 
to the building‘s water supply is not required.

Tray table with cup
and forceps holder

easy KFO 3 element

Foot control

Solaris 3 (LED)
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Mobile units | U 3000 EX | U 6000 F 
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U 3000 EX

U 6000 F

U 3000 EX. U 6000 F. Mobile and flexible.
These mobile dentist elements in the form of autonomous carts that can be in-
dividually equipped provide even more flexibility. The compact design makes 
them easy to connect to existing connection boxes or quick couplings for air 
and electricity. Both dentist elements can also be fitted with the wireless radio 
foot control F9 and provide increased hygiene, especially for use in surgery 
rooms.

U 6000 F removable
holder inserts

U 6000 F Display

U 3000 EX Front
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Solaris 2 | Treatment lamp
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Wall-mounted Ceiling-mounted

Solaris 2 LED. light as it is meant to be.
Solaris 2 provides the best CRI value that has even been achieved to date using 
LED technology: CRI ≥ 95. This treatment lamp features adjustable light out-
put of between 4,000 and 45,000 Lux, while the color temperature remains 
constant at 5000 °K. The high-quality LEDs have an extremely long service life. 
Solaris 2 LED is thus not only an efficient, high-performance work lamp, but 
also a very cost-effective investment. In the case of the new premium class, the 
operating lamp can also be switched on or off via the assistant’s unit. One poly 
switch is provided as standard. Thanks to the modern LED technology, there 
is no tangible increase in temperature, and Solaris 2 LED therefore operates 
noiselessly, without a cooling fan.

Left/Right rotation
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Solaris 3 LED.  the universal treatment lamp.
The Solaris 3 treatment lamp is fitted with the latest LED technology and offers 
the best possible light for the precisely defined work area. This optimizes the 
lighting and the patient isn’t dazzled. This operating light has an adjustable 
light intensity of 3,000 to 35,000 lux at a constant color temperature of 5000 °K. 
With Solaris 3 LED, ULTRADENT offers a cost-effective alternative for the easy 
class. Both lamps can be mounted on the chair, ceiling or wall. Thanks to the 
modern LED technology, there is no tangible increase in temperature, and So-
laris 3 LED therefore operates noiselessly, without a cooling fan.
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3-Way-Syringe ScanWave
Light-Polymerisation

KL 7 S - LED  micro motor w. fibreoptic

100 - 40.000 U/min

Ultradent Slim-LED

Electrosurgery unit

W&H ImplantMed. 
the integrated surgical motor for the 
premium class.
With a motor torque of 4.3 Ncm and motor speed range of 
300 to 40,000 rpm, ImplantMed impressively demonstrates 
its power. The automatic torque control, which can be set 
in a range from 5 to 70 Ncm, provides the required safety.

Instruments.

The integration of dental instruments into the treatment 
unit increases safety, saves space and facilitates hygiene 
in the treatment room. Bearing this in mind, ULTRADENT 
offers a large number of instruments that are fully incor-
porated into its treatment units. The instruments are thus 
ideally positioned, and are also controlled via the dental 
unit or assistant’s unit.

K 2 micro motor w. fibreoptic
4.000 - 40.000 U/min

ULTRADENT
surgical motor

3-Way-/6-Way-Multifunctional-
Syringe with heating

W&H ImplantMed
surgical motor

W&H Primea
Advanced Air System
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Pressurized water bottle systems
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“Duo Bottle” bottle exchange system

Pressurized water bottle systems. 
For every treatment situation.

ULTRADENT offers the right pressurized water bottle for every treatment sys-
tem, for example the patented “Duo Bottle” two-bottle system. This consists of 
two bottles, a level display and a facility to switch over to the full bottle auto-
matically. As a result, the empty bottle can be removed and refilled without the 
need to interrupt treatment.

Classic
Pressurized water bottle

Solo Bottle
1 pressurized water bottle

Duo Bottle
2 pressurized water bottles
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UD 2010 | UD 2015 | UD 2022 | T 10 | T11 | Patient chairs
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T 11 with adjustable backrest

T 10 Seat position

Patient chairs. Practical and comfortable.
ULTRADENT treatment chairs are available with a range of individual upholstery, 
headrest and backrest options. This allows you to offer patients maximum com-
fort when sitting and lying down. The broad range of equipment and wide ran-
ge of movement provide dentists with useful application options even when 
space is restricted – for everything from general dental treatment to paediatric 
dentistry and even prophylaxis, orthodontics and surgery.

T 10

T 11

UD 2010

UD 2015

UD 2022

IRON A und IRON EGG
rotating backrest
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Dentist’s stools. the definition of sitting correctly. 
Ergonomics is the key factor for a dentist’s health. ULTRADENT dentist’s stools 
feature comfortable seat upholstery (seamless) and various adjustable func-
tions. The seat height, the armrests or the inclination of the backrest can be ad-
justed, thus increasing the seating comfort and dentist’s endurance. The IRON 
product line is new and optionally provides all stool versions with a foot control 
too. All ULTRADENT saddle stools have a seat with an adjustable tilt.

IRON A

IRON DIRON S

IRON EGG

 Dentist‘s stools  |  IRON EGG | IRON A/S/D

IRON A/D/S
chromed frame

IRON EGG
solid frame

IRON A und IRON EGG
rotating backrest

IRON A/D/S
foot control optional
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our customers appreciate the service ultradeNt offers:

“ULTRADENT Model easy KFO impressed me 
immediately. I am still fascinated by the
excellent mix of function, ergonomics,
production quality and design.”
Dr. Kirchner, Orthodontist, Munich

“ULTRADENT has a wonderful dental chair that 
was specially developed for children: Fridolin. 
Congratulations on this unique concept!”
Dr. Brem, Children’s dentist, Munich

“ULTRADENT completely equipped our clinic’s 
dental department with its modern treatment 
units. What I found particularly good was the fact 
it was absolutely no problem for the company to 
meet our many special requirements.”
Dr. Udo Paeske, Haranniklinik Herne

Customers & products – trust through commitment.
With fully-developed high-tech expertise, we tap new 
potential in the areas of comfort, efficiency and safety 
– for dentists and their patients. ULTRADENT offers a 
complete range of treatment chairs for dentists, ortho-
dontists, maxillary surgeons and providers of prophyl-
actic dental care.

Our products are highly regarded, not only in Germany, 
Austria and Switzerland but also further afield.
In the area of sales, we work with numerous capable 
dental depots. We provide them with specific instruc-
tion and regular training for current products.

Quality multiplied
by individuality.
What makes us strong? The fact that we naturally 
we provide you with excellent quality, from the ma-
terial or design right down to the smallest technical 
details. This not only means that we produce every 
one of our products in our manufacturing facilities 
in Munich. The supplied components also come 
from Germany, where possible from partners in the 
Munich region.

You can find an overview of our products online at
www.ultradent.de/en
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The following figures illustrate our success.
You’ll be impressed!

  over 20,000 ultradeNt treatment units are in use in practices in germany.

  at the ultradeNt site, several hundred treatment units are
 produced on average each year over an area of 4,000 square meters.

  ultradeNt’s high-tech expertise is documented e.g. 
 by numerous patents and utility models.

  a look at our business development is also indicative:
 Within the last 10 years, ultradeNt’s annual sales have doubled.

  Highly qualified employees are the reason behind this impressive performance.

  our focus on quality is also clearly documented. We are certified by tÜV Süd to 
 eN ISo 13485 Medical devices - Quality Management Systems and comply with 
 all the standards and regulations specified by the medical devices act.

Are you interested in ULTRADENT and the treatment 
units we manufacture? If so, please contact us. We would 
love to see you! In addition to our unique dental muse-
um at the head office in south Munich, you can also visit 
the ULTRADENT showroom by prior appointment. Our 
qualified customer advisors will be happy to demons-

trate the latest ULTRADENT products live. Contact the 
following people directly to arrange a personal appoint-
ment for a showroom visit:
Michael Schuster, tel.: +49 89 420 992-24
gudrun Schmidt, tel.: +49 89 420 992-70

Company head office – presence and professionalism.
If you stand still, you‘ll get left behind.
ULTRADENT takes this to heart, not only in pro-
duct development. In 2010, it was time to em-
bark on a new chapter in our history of compa-
ny-controlled dental manufacture. ULTRADENT 
relocated and moved into a new head office in 

south Munich.
As a result, our customers and business partners 
can reach us even more easily. But that wasn’t all: 
We now have more room to develop new ideas 
and pioneering technical solutions. We warmly 
invite you to see for yourself by visiting us.
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